Addendum No. 4

ITB No. 20-06
Sigman Road Widening and Multi-Use Trail from East of CR 79/Lester Road to CS 442/Irwin Bridge Road

March 11, 2020

ITB #20-06 is hereby amended as follows:

1. Below are questions received and corresponding answers:

   A. Question: Drainage Profiles for storm drain line C1.B, C1, C2, C3 are not included in the drainage profiles. Are these profiles available?

      Answer: Drawing 22-0004 was revised to add the missing profiles.

   B. Question: Foundation Backfill is shown in the drainage profiles for some of the storm drains lines. The Pay item for Foundation Backfill only includes the 19 CY listed for Culvert construction. Will quantity be added/included for storm drainage installations?

      Answer: Foundation Backfill Matl, Tp II (22 Cu Yds) was added for Pipe B11 to the Summary of Quantities and the Bid Tabulation

   C. Question: There are storm drain lines on the plans listed as 36” storm drain. There is not a Pay Item for 36” Storm Drain pipe. Will a Pay Item for 36” Storm Drain be added?

      Answer: 36” Storm Drain Pipe was added to the Summary of Quantities.

   D. Question: There are some 30” storm drain lines in the drainage profiles that have a fill height greater than 10ft. Will a Pay Item be added for 30” Storm Drain H 10-15 or will all 30” Storm Drain be paid the same?

      Answer: There is one 30” structure with a height of fill > than 10-ft. at Station 1152+32 that is between two MSE walls. This pipe is required to be Class V and should be strong enough to stand the amount of cover over it.
E. Question: There are some 54” storm drain lines in the drainage profiles that have a fill height greater than 15ft. Will a Pay Item be added for 54” Storm Drain H 15-20 or will all 54” Storm Drain be paid the same?

Answer: There is one 54” structure with a height of fill > than 10-ft. at Station 1118+60 that is between two MSE walls. This pipe is required to be Class V and should be strong enough to stand the amount of cover over it.

F. Question: It appears that the Drainage Summary of Quantities (06-0004), the Mainline plans (13-#### series), and the Drainage Profiles (22-#### series) are all from different versions or revisions of the plans. Some sizes don’t match between the 3, Almost all the lengths are different between the 3, and location/layout of the structures and pipes do not match between the 3. Is there an updated version/revision to the plans where all this information is consistent?

Answer: The Drainage Summary, Mainline Plans, and the Drainage profiles have been correlated and revised. The plans and bid tabulation will be revised to reflect changes.

G. Question: There are notes all over the Enhanced Dry Swale plans and Dry Detention Basin plans (38-#### series) stating see Special Construction Detail. There are no Special Construction Details provided for the Enhanced Dry Swales or Dry Detention Basins. Can these details be provided?

Answer: The special details for the outlet structures was added to the plans as Dwgs 40-0024 through 40-0029.

H. Question: Since all the outlet control structures, storm drain pipe, end sections, and all associated rip rap is non pay and must be included in each item for Enhanced Dry Swales and Dry Detention Basins. Can all sizes, quantities, and other details be listed on the plans for pricing (otherwise the contractor can only scale the plans for what is shown)?

Answer: These items will be shown on the 06 series drawings for estimating purposes only.

I. Question: Based on a takeoff of the plans, the quantities for GAB and Asphalt are very different than the quantities listed in the Summary of Quantities and the quantities of each Pay Item (some as much as 35%). Is there an updated Summary of Quantities (06-####) or is there an updated version of the Typical Sections (05-####) that corrects these differences?

Answer: The asphalt quantities have been verified, the Summary of quantities and Bid Tabulation will be revised.
2. All other conditions remain in full force and effect.

3. If a Bid has been submitted and anything in this Addendum causes the bidder to change the item offered or to increase or decrease the Bid price, the new price and/or changes will be inserted below:

_________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

4. All bidders under this Invitation to Bid are kindly requested to acknowledge receipt of this Addendum on BD. 9 of the Bid Form.

Tina Malone
Tina Malone, CPPB CPPO
Procurement Officer
Department of Finance, Purchasing Division